COUNCIL’S SOLZHENITSYN FCH, CH. COUNCIL’S MIELCHK CD, 
CH. COUNCIL’S VALERIAN SOKOLOV

Male
White, black & white, red & white
Whelped 12/5/1972
Bred by Judy Council

Owner: Judy Council
Sarasota, FL

Ch. Nightsong Thor of Sunbarr
Andante of Sunbarr Ranch

Ch. Aries Bernard Thor
Creamo’s Big Red

Malora’s Picaresco
Sunflower of Malora

Ch. Adage Duncan, CD
Can. Am. Ch. Duncan’s Shandan of Lazy Acres
Ch. Ballet Duncan

Dam: Lazy Acre’s Troika, CD

Marbob’s Romulus of Malora
Ch. Yermak’s Ekatrina

Ekaterina of Van Strom